
BOARDING 
 
Here are the basic components of our Boarding concept here at K9-Playtime.  
 
We believe that our boarded dogs do best when they have gotten plenty of exercise during the day. In our opinion, 
they eat their meals more eagerly and sleep more soundly after a full day of play, so our boarded dogs participate in 
daycare during their days spent here.  
 
The setup of our main daycare areas gives our active dogs room to romp and play without much restriction and also 
provides a retreat for dogs to spectate if they so choose. We also have a smaller, buffered daycare area. This space 
serves many purposes. Sometimes a dog needs time to adjust and warm up to the idea of daycare in a quieter 
space. Sometimes a “senior group” needs some down time away from the young pups. And sometimes our smaller 
dogs just enjoy time away from the bigger dogs and their crazy activity. 
 
When we take in new arrivals, every dog will begin in our introduction pen which is connected to each of the play 
areas, but is not accessible by the other dogs. This allows the new dog to be introduced without being 
overwhelmed. Our introduction process also gives our staff the chance to evaluate the reactions and behaviors 
exhibited by both the new dog and the groups of dogs on the other side of the fence. Based on our evaluation, we 
will then choose a suitable group for him or her to join.  
 
Creating compatible play groups is our first priority. We form these groups according to how dogs play, who they get 
along with, and on a case-to-case basis a dog’s size plays a factor as well. These groups are not permanent- they 
evolve whenever necessary. We feel that our ability to be flexible allows us to provide the best experience possible 
for each dog. 
 
Each playgroup is taken outside to play every hour and a half to 2 hours. We like to stay outside as much as possible 
when we have a nice day, so your dog will get plenty of time out in the yard when the weather allows! The dogs are 
always off leash. They are free to do their business, smell around, and play in our secure, supervised outdoor space.  
 
We believe that it is extremely important that our dogs here always have access to a supply of fresh water indoors 
and, when the weather allows, outdoors as well. K9-Playtime provides safe toys, appropriate play equipment, and 
elevated beds for your dog(s) while they are in daycare. We also provide stainless steel food bowls if your dog(s) will 
be fed here. 
 
The only time that a dog will be in a kennel is if they are eating, if an owner requests that their dog(s) take breaks, 
and overnight when we are closed. Our boarding kennels range in size- we have Large crates (rated to hold up to a 
70 pound dog), Extra Large crates (rated to hold up to a 100 pound dog), free-standing 5’x5’ kennels, and 5’x10’ 
kennels. The free-standing kennels are for large or multiple dogs. We allow multi-dog households to board dogs 
together if they request and if a large enough kennel is available. No dog will ever be put in a kennel/crate that is 
too small and we always put dogs in the largest available kennels. Space allowing, we place elevated beds in kennels 
as well. 
 
The following list of requirements, our Registration Forms, rates/package prices, Frequently Asked Questions, and 
additional information can all be found on our website www.k9-playtime.com . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.k9-playtime.com/


 
 
 

 Registration Forms: (boarding/daycare) We require *new* clients to turn in a completed set of Registration 
Forms before a dog can stay at K9-Playtime. 
1. If you have more than one dog, you do not need to complete more than one set of Registration Forms - 
simply put all dogs' information on one set. 

 Food: (boarding/daycare) We require owners to provide food from home (to prevent GI upset).  
1. Individually portion and bag each meal that your dog will be fed while staying with us and please also 
provide instructions for feeding 
a) EXAMPLE: "Rover is staying for three days and is fed three times/day. So, if Rover will be dropped off right 
before dinner the first day and picked up before lunch the third day, we would expect to be given no 
fewer than 5 bagged meals (Day One: 1 bag, Day Two: 3 bags, Day Three: 1 bag) 
b) If an owner chooses not to individually portion and bag meals, an additional convenience fee will be 
charged. 
c) If your dog will only be staying for the day and will not need to be fed while at K9-Playtime, you do not 
need to provide food. 
**K9-Playtime does not provide food. 
**K9-Playtime provides bowls for food & water. 

 Medications/Supplements: (boarding/daycare) If your dog requires medications and/or supplements, please 
also provide detailed administration instructions. 

 Bed (small)/Blanket: (boarding only) If you would like to bring a comfort item (a bed, a blanket, or 
something that smells like you) from home, please feel free.  
1. We request that owners do not bring a gigantic bed, unless accompanied by a gigantic dog! 
**K9-Playtime provides bedding if not brought from home. 
**K9-Playtime is not responsible for any damages to bedding, blankets, personal belongings, etc. 
**A Bed(small)/Blanket is only needed if a dog is here for an overnight stay 

 Flat Collar: (boarding/daycare) We require every dog to wear a flat collar while at K9-Playtime. 

 Leash: (boarding/daycare) We require every dog to enter and exit K9-Playtime on a leash, which will be 
stored/returned with your dog's other belongings. 

 
 
 

Boarding Prices 
Overnight Stay & Daycare - $36.50 + tax 
*Single Overnight Stay & Daycare - Additional Daycare Fees will be applied when Early Drop Off AND Late Pick Up is 
needed (a dog is dropped off before 12:00 p.m. and picked up after 12:00 p.m. the following day).The added fee is 
$10.00 + tax/dog. 
*Requests for Overnight Stay WITHOUT Daycare will be individually assessed and additional charges may apply. 
 
 
 

https://k9-playtime.squarespace.com/s/All-Forms-6n2l.pdf
https://k9-playtime.squarespace.com/s/All-Forms-6n2l.pdf

